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Some students investigated the distribution of some of the plants 
growing in and around a shallow stream. They sampled along a 
transect line. 

Figure 1 shows their results. 

Figure 1 

 

 
Name the one species that grew only in the driest conditions. 

 (1 mark) 

 
Only one species grew in the marsh, the swamp, and in the 
aquatic zones. 

Which species? 

 (1 mark) 

 

Duckweed grows floating in water. What evidence is there for this 
in the students’ results? 

 (1 mark) 
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In this question you will be assessed on using good English, organising 
information clearly, and using specialist terms where appropriate. 

Describe how you would use a 0.5 m  0.5 m quadrat frame and a 
30 m tape measure to obtain data similar to the data shown in the 
diagram. 

You should include details of how you would make sure that you 
would obtain valid results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (6 marks) 

AQA, 2012 

 
In order to survive in the Arctic organisms have a range of 
adaptations. Figure 2 shows a walrus. 

Figure 2 
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Use Figure 2 to explain two ways in which a walrus is adapted to 
survival in the Arctic. 

 

 

 

 (4 marks) 

 

Walruses often dive for 5 to 8 minutes. Suggest why having over 
three times as many red blood cells as humans helps them 
perform this function. 

 (1 mark) 

 

A male walrus is 3 m long and 1 m tall, and has a surface area of 
11.0 m2. Assuming the walrus to be cylindrical in shape, calculate 
the surface area to volume ratio for this organism. 

Volume of a cylinder  πr2h 

 

 

 

  (3 marks) 

 

Explain why this feature increases a walrus’s chances of survival. 

 

 

 (2 marks) 
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The greatest threat to walrus populations used to be hunting, but 
this is now strictly controlled. Walrus populations are still declining; 
suggest and explain why.  

 

 

 

 (3 marks) 

 

Within a community each species depends on other species in 
order to survive. This is called interdependence. 

 
Using named examples describe how organisms in a community 
depend on each other for survival. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (6 marks) 

 

Describe what is meant by a stable community. 

 

 (2 marks) 
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